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Luminesce Serum improving the general skin condition

Posted on 03/02/2015

Results with LUMINESCE™ Cellular Rejuvenation Serum after 2 weeks
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Luminesce Serum reduces fine lines & wrinkles

Posted on 03/02/2015
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Luminesce Serum reducing acne scarring

Posted on 30/01/2015
Reserve boosting the immune system to help recover a skin condition

Reserve promotes weight loss naturally after child-
Luminesce Serum improving the general firmness of the skin

Posted on 14/01/2015
The picture on the LEFT was taken Sept 23, 2012. The picture on the RIGHT was taken this morning, Dec 9, 2012 at 10:30am (I realized after taking the earlier picture, I needed a side view – hence the hour delay). I just can’t believe how much of the sun damage has been erased. Also the DROOPINESS around the mouth and jaw is so much BETTER.

This is the side view of my face after using Jeunesse LUMINESCE Serum for 12 weeks. The sun damage is gone, my jaw is tighter - it’s amazing.
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